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For the design solution we decided to place our focus on the following factors to deliver 
an efficient user-centered design:

Our experiment led to the creation of the main User Journey:

The User Journey was central to the creation of the UX Flow:

We drew variations of the screen designs on the glass board:

We created grayscale versions of our screens before moving on to color additions:

Color added to designs to increase cognitive recognition and ease of use:

Conversation suggestions added to speed communication and simplify use:

All main UI componenets and screens were completed in Sketch and the design 
prototype was built in Invision (link below):

User-centric design has been proven to be of utmost importance in the design process of 
any product. We learned that the importance of user-centric design in products that 

impact users’ day-to-day lives carries importance that is magnified. The user relies on the 
product to be efficeint and reliable in order to overcome challenges the average person 
does not have to overcome, resulting in more effective communication — positive and 

effective outcomes attributed to good design. 

Quality of life can be enhanced through and many times depends on good design of 
products like Mavoix. Lessons learned during this design process will not be forgotten 

and will be employed in future design challenges.

To further understand how to structure the user’s communication creation flow and test 
our hypothesis, we designed an experiment. The experiment had nouns written on one 
color sticky note and verbs/action phrases written on a different color sticky note. We 

also used a bellhop-style bell as the completion indicator of one cycle of the experiment. 
This was also our way of quick usability testing, considering our short design timeframe.

We hypothesized that users would select verbs/action phrases and then a noun in order 
to complete a thought. To test this, we instructed the test subjects to arrange a thought 

or idea using a noun and a verb/action phrase, then once they had completed the 
thought they were to ring the bell to indicate they wanted to communicate that thought 
to us. There were 12 test subjects, two from each defined user persona, that performed 

the experiment cycle 10x each. 

Our hypothesis was wrong! Test subjects did quite the opposite of it — nouns were 
chosen first, then verbs/action phrases second, most of the time. Through 120 cycles, 

nouns were chosen first 77% of the time (92 out of 120 cycles). 
Our question ‘do we place nouns or verbs/actions first in the user flow’, had an answer… 

User Flow:  1st - Nouns   ➤   2nd - Verbs/Action Phrases   ➤   3rd - Speak Button

1) Efficient use of screen size
2) Design for conversational communication
3) Design for quick communication
4) Deliberate and liberal use of color

https://invis.io/P2TMMHLHSKW

Assumptions

Results

Our initial assumptions were that the main user pain points with the current solutions’ 
designs were:

Ultimately, we defined 6 user personas based on the autism levels and the generally 
accepted user age groups for common consumer products:

The user interviews vaguely proved a couple of our assumptions were in the ballpark but 
revealed more in depth and nuanced issues & desires for users we didn’t anticipate:

We identified a few pain points (in no particular order):

We conducted 11 user interviews to test our assumptions and gain insight. Here are the 
results of one inteview:

1) Lack of use efficiency centered around organization of word categories
2) Poor usage of mobile screen size
3) Designs are dated, as compared to modern UI expectations from users

USER A — Level 1  (ages 12+)
USER B — Level 2 (ages 12+) 
USER C — Level 3 (ages 12+)

USER D — Level 1 (ages 4-11)
USER E — Level 2 (ages 4-11)
USER F — Level 3 (ages 4-11)

We decided to base the user personas on a combination of autism spectrum levels and 
age grouping, so that most cross sections of potential users were accounted for. This 

decision was based on results from user interviews and additional research into existing 
medical field classifications for people on the autism spectrum.

We used the charts below, which display the levels classified within the field:

1) Users desired more intutitive, conversation centered features 
2) Color could be used better
3) Design for quickness needed to allow users to compose & communicate faster
4) Users communications are more repetitive than first assumed

1) Slow communication creation from existing solutions
2) Conversations are, at times, frustrating for the user to have
3) Current solutions focused mainly on caregiver interactions vs. general ones 
4) New statement creation process each time user needs to communicate

User Interviews

Current Solutions

Mobile
Design lacking use efficiency

Proloquo2Go

screenshot

Web-based
Design lacking use efficiency

TouchChat

screenshot
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Dr. Jane Paul / T.J. Walker

- Parent
- 35-44 yrs old
- 15 year old son (austistic subject)
- School teacher
- Primary caretaker of son

Which current solution do you use?
Proloque2go

Which features do you use most and least?
Most - noun categories
Least - picture taking for custom creation

What do you like about it or find most helpful?
- It’s on the iPad so we can use it anywhere
- It makes him feel more comfortable asking for 
things
- The illustrations are good a lot of times

What do you dislike/causes the most problems?
- Hard to figure out what should happen next 
when picking things to use
- Takes more patience than expected to wait for 
full thoughts to be created
- Feels like a website when we’re using it

You have a magic wand, what would you change?
- If it could remember statements for 
conversations
- Suggest statements
- Piece actions and nouns together better
- Better sentence creation and speech

You’re building your own version, what’s in it?
- Recommended sentences based on stuff he 
uses all the time
- More icons for nouns
- More color to help with recognition
- Instant buttons for quick answers

User B

12+ years old
Level 2 on Autism Spectrum
 
Medical Description:
They have more severe social deficits that make holding a 
conversation very challenging.

Even with support, they may struggle to communicate coherently and 
are more likely to respond inappropriately to others. They may speak 
in short sentences or only discuss very specific topics.

These individuals may also have issues with nonverbal 
communication and might display behaviors such as facing away from 
the person with whom they are communicating.

People with a level 2 diagnosis may also have inflexible behaviors 
that can interfere with daily functioning. They typically do not cope 
very well with changes, which can cause them significant distress.

Needs to communicate needs.

Needs to have normal conversations with 
others.

Use of modern, mobile technology to 
express thoughts and ideas with others 
anywhere offers convenience.

Convenient and mobile.

Provides ability to communicate with other 
without the constant need of a support 
person.

Comfort of reliable means of 
communicating with others when 
challenged with communication.

Below is an example of a user persona used during our design process:

There is a lack of existing mobile solutions that cater to individuals on the autism 
spectrum who are challenged with communicating effectively.

Research into existing solutions yielded only one (at the time of design) mobile and one 
web based viable solution. However, these “solutions” are outdated and do not focus on 

a user centric design.  

This creates an opportunity, as the mobile medium and mobile-first design approach has 
not yet been explored in the space.

We Have A Problem

Mavoix, the idea of a doctor who specializes in and owns a practice treating individuals 
on the autism spectrum, aims to create a mobile-first product that focuses on effective 

communication solutions for individuals that register on the autism spectrum.

We accepted the opportunity to build Mavoix, all while under a strict eight week 
timeframe. With the short design time constraint, we began work building the product 

that would be better than any that existed in the marketplace.

Project Summary
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